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Date: 10 September 2014 Time & Location: 12.45, Maldron Hotel, Tallaght 

Chair:  Jessica Gregory - ReMCoDS 

Attendees: Name Organisation 

 Jessica Gregory, David Walshe, Alice Mooney ReMCoDS 

Mark Ennis PrePayPower 

John O’Dea EirGrid 

Mark Speers BGE 

Siobhán Kane Firmus Energy 

Siobhan Melvin, Ray Gilmartin Airtricity 

Seán Doolin, Mary Fitzpatrick Electric Ireland 

Michael Moloney, Aileen Greaves, Carmel O’Connor, 

Theresa O’Neill 

ESBN 

Robert Aherne ITS  

Seán mac an Bhaird, Eamonn Murtagh, Priti Dave Stack CER 

Joan-Edel Smith, Emma Finnegan, Sam Dines, 

Gemma McHale, Karen Wilson 

NIE 

Neil Grennan-Heaven, Peter Varley Gemserv 

Graeme Hunter, William Steele Power NI 

Thomas Heasley Energia 

Apologies:   

Version 
Number 

1.0 

Status   

 

Slides for the meeting were issued separately and are posted on Meeting Date on the RMDS website link 

http://rmdservice.com/calendar/ 

 

Agenda: 

1.  Introduction Jessica Gregory, ReMCoDS 

2.  ReMCoSG Meeting Feedback Jessica Gregory, ReMCoDS 

3.  TIBCO/EMMA Update Carmel O’Connor, ESBN, Robert Aherne 

4.  Smart Metering Update Michael Moloney, ESBN 

5.  Market Design Update Jessica Gregory, ReMCoDS 

6.  AOB & Closing Jessica Gregory, ReMCoDS 
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ReMCoWG Presentation Attachment Below 

1. Introduction

Minutes from ReMCoWG Meeting – 23 July 2014 

CER requested a change to the wording of the last Working Group Minutes (23.07.2014). The request 

was made at the ReMCoSG on the 20 August 2014. The minutes stated that CER would be monitoring 

performance of the Tibco Solution.  This was incorrectly stated and should have read, 

ESBN/NIE(Capita) will monitor the performance of the Tibco Solution and will update the CER & UR 

with any significant information. 

Minutes Approved. 

2. ReMCoSG Meeting Feedback

J Gregory presented an update from the ReMCoSG Meeting of 20
th
 August.

Refer to slides on Review of matters arising from ReMCoWG  

The actions within this section arose from the ReMCoSG and will be managed through that forum. 
They have been included within these ReMCoWG minutes for completeness. 

Action 125 –  Suppliers to provide suggestions and feedback regarding the Outage 
Communication Process. The request for feedback will be issued to Suppliers via ReMCoDS.  All 
Supplier responses to be sent to ReMCoDS who will send on to ESBN/NIE. There was discussion 
relating to how an outage could be quantified generically (e.g. a minor, medium, critical outage) and 
how each Supplier could interpret their own contingency based on the generic classification. For 
example, if an outage was classed as critical would it mean a full day outage etc.  It was re-iterated that 
the “unplanned” nature of an outage makes it difficult, at times, to predict precisely the time required to 
resolve the issue.  

Following on from the outage discussion at the previous ReMCoSG, S Melvin indicated that Suppliers 
depended critically on RoI and NIE market processes, particularly around de-energisation. A process 
needed to be put in place to indicate when Suppliers would need to become involved and invoke 
contingency.  J Gregory replied that the contingency depended on the outage in question.  C O’Connor 
added that Capita provided hourly updates to this particular outage. ESBN/NIE/Capita endeavour to 
always pass on relevant information when it is available. However, Capita didn’t know what the root 
cause of the issue was in this case. ESBN/NIE can’t make the decision as to when a particular Supplier 
invokes their particular contingency. C O’Connor further added that Supplier suggestions as to 
improvements were welcomed for discussion with Capita and IT Providers. S Melvin further stated that 
during an outage there comes a point when a contingency must be invoked particularly for re-
energisations because of ESBN/NIE timelines.  J Gregory asked for all feedback to be communicated 
via email to ReMCoDS.  

Action 126 – ESBN/NIE to review feedback received by Suppliers and review the communication 
process to determine if fit for purpose. 

J Gregory outlined the Update on the TIBCO Hub.  She stressed that detail around the proposed 
options would be covered under the TiBCO update section at the current meeting.  Three new Actions 
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ReMCoWG Agenda 


Agenda Item Presenter Time 


Introduction J Gregory ReMCoDS 12:30 – 12:35 


ReMCoSG Meeting Feedback J Gregory ReMCoDS 12:35  – 12:40 


Tibco/EMMA Update Carmel O’Connor, ESBN 


Joan-Edel Smith, NIE 


12:40 – 13.30 


Smart Metering Update Michael Moloney ESBN 13:30 – 13:45 


Market Design Update J Gregory ReMCoDS 13:45 – 13:55 


AOB & Closing J Gregory ReMCoDS 13:55 – 14:00 
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Minutes from ReMCoWG meeting   


23rd July 2014 
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Update from ReMCoSG Meeting 20/08/14 


10th September 2014 


Topic Detail 


Review of 


matters 


arising from 


ReMCoWG 


An update on the issues and concerns raised at the ReMCoWG meeting of 


23/07/14 was provided by J Gregory. This was informational and the only items 


which resulted in further discussion by the SG were:  


  


Outages 


Outages were discussed and at the time of the ReMCoWG it was not confirmed 


whether the 17th August(3rd Sunday) would be used.  The need for the outage was 


confirmed shortly after the meeting.  J Gregory indicated that the 17th was used for 


a short 30 minute outage at 0900 to apply a certificate to SAP PI. Only RoI 


Messages were impacted.  It was announced that the 3rd Sunday in November 


outage date would be moved to the 2nd Sunday due to a site switch in RoI. 


  


Change to ReMCoWG Minutes 


S mac and Bhaird requested that an item in the ReMCoWG minutes (23.07.14) be 


changed as it was not accurate. The item related to TIBCO performance 


monitoring. The text below in bold must be changed.  “S mac an Bhaird” indicated 


that ESBN had been requested to provide updates on the root cause and affirmed 


that CER were also monitoring any patterns that might have occurred before 


the problem in order to explore preventative measure”. CER are not monitoring 


any patterns directly.  They are provided information by ESBN and will be advised 


of any preventative options available. 
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Update from ReMCoSG Meeting 20/08/14 


10th September 2014 


Topic Detail 


Review of 


matters 


arising from 


ReMCoWG 


C O’Connor provided a status update to the ReMCoSG.   


 


Recent Events – C O’Connor outlined details around the recent outage on 23rd/24th 


June. There was discussion around the provision of an escalation phone number for 


Suppliers to use in the event of a similar outage. ESBN replied that as the root 


cause was not known there was no way of knowing when the problem would be 


resolved so an escalation phone number would not have added any value. S mac 


an Bhaird enquired if Suppliers had been informed sufficiently during this particular 


outage. J Gregory stated that MPs were notified by ReMCoDS via hourly 


information emails. S mac an Bhaird enquired if a review of the communication 


process of this particular outage was needed. Two New Actions were opened: 


 


Action 125 – Suppliers to provide suggestions and feedback regarding the 


Outage Communication  Process. 


 


Action 126 – ESBN/NIE to review feedback from Suppliers and review the 


Communication process to determine if fit for purpose. 


 


C O’Connor presented two further slides on HUB Contingency & Digital Certs. 


There was no issue with Digital Certs and end dates, however there may be 


licencing issues as a result of not updating the certs from test to production but this 


needs to be resolved with the Cert Supplier. 
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Update from ReMCoSG Meeting 20/08/14 


10th September 2014 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Topic Detail 


Update on 


TIBCO Hub 


Harmonised Hub Upgrade – Progress to date 


C O’Connor presented slides outlining the progress to date on the Co-ordinated 


Hub upgrade project. IBM have been engaged for the past 8 weeks to conduct a 


project scope, design and estimate costing,  They have produced 3 recommended 


options for review.  


 


The options will be discussed at the WG on 10.09.2014.  


 


Three new Actions were opened. 


Action 127 – Supplier Reps to forward Harmonised Hub Upgrades Slides to 


Suppliers. 


 


Action 128 – Assess the impact of smart metering volumes in the North on 


the 3 options. 


 


Action 129 – Harmonised Hub Upgrade 3 options. ESBN/NIE to provide more 


detail on each option. ReMCoDS to circulate to Suppliers. 
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Update from ReMCoSG Meeting 20/08/14 


10th September 2014 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Topic Detail 


Review of 


ReMCoSG 


Actions 


SMART Metering 


  


Action 105 Incorporating Smart changes into the Co-ordinated Retail Markets. S 


mac an Bhaird reported that ESBN & NIE are assessing various options for 


changes to the TIBCO solution as provided by IBM. CER & UR agreed that they 


need to discuss the Smart Programme separately. A  Supplier Rep enquired about 


the Smart Metering Paper and when it will be published for NI. NIAUR stated that 


they are waiting for the minister to get  back to them. 


  


It was agreed that this action item was to remain as a placeholder for this 


requirement. A further action 124 was opened 


  
New Action 124 – CER & UR to meet to discuss the Smart Metering 


Programme and the impact it will have on the co-ordinated Market. 


  


Action 111 - Retail Market Messaging Work Plan – Network Operators to 


provide further information and details including timelines for Supplier 


involvement. 


This item will remain open as a placeholder  
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Update from ReMCoSG Meeting 20/08/14 


10th September 2014 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Topic Detail 


Review of 


ReMCoSG 


Actions 


Action 123 – ReMCoDS to update the Co-ordinated Change Control Strategy 


documents to include the CoBLCR and Co-MMR. 


  


The document will be distributed for review by the RAs imminently.  Amendments 


and approval will be processed via email. Action to remain Open 


 


 


Closed Actions – the following action was closed at the SG  


Action 122 – ESBN/NIE to formally outline to CER details of why they are 


unable to facilitate a Schema Release in 2014. 


  


ESBN sent an email to the UR and CER on 16/06/2014 outlining the reasons why a 


Schema Release during 2014 should be postponed.  RA’s provided a joint response 


which was sent to both Markets by ReMCoDS on 25/06/2014.  The response 


approved the postponement of the 2014 Schema Release although requested that 


the delay in delivering the Release be minimised. 


  







 


 


ReMCoWG 


Tibco/EMMA Update 


 
10 September 2014 


Carmel O’Connor 
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AGENDA 


• Recent Events 


• Future Plans 
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Recent Events 


• Maintain operational stability 


– No major events since the last meeting 


– Overall the number of contingency events is decreasing  


– One Supplier was in contingency for 5 days.   


 This was as a result of problems associated with an application they installed 


 The EMMA should NOT be used for any other applications 


• Supplier EMMA housekeeping 


- Suppliers are reminded to continue their EMMA housekeeping and to keep 


ESB/NIE updated with any possible IT impacts in advance 


- Capita just need a few days notice prior to invoking ‘planned’ contingency 
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Recent Events 


 


  
Infra Ref   Start Date End Date Planned Contingency Invoked Comments 


250076 Supplier 1 15/07/2014 16/07/2014 N Y Supplier connectivity issue 


254806 Supplier 2 21/07/2014 23/07/2014 N Y Supplier Security Patching 


251424 Supplier 3 31/07/2014 31/07/2014 Y Y Supplier Security Patching 


251846 Supplier 4 31/07/2014 31/07/2014 Y Y Recertification release 


252939 Supplier 5 06/08/2014 11/08/2014 N Y Application installed on TIBCO server 


254779 Supplier 6  19/08/2014 19/08/2014 Y Y Supplier Security Patching 


254690 Supplier 3 28/08/2014 28/08/2014 Y Y Supplier Security Patching 


254773 Supplier 1 29/08/2014 29/08/2014 N Y Supplier connectivity issue 


254854 Supplier 7 29/08/2014 30/08/2014 N Y Supplier connectivity issue 


255093 Supplier 4 02/09/2014 02/09/2014 N Y Supplier connectivity issue 
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Future Plans 


• Outage Dates: 


• 21st Sept – (3rd Sunday, RoI only) – no outage to the Hub 


• 19.00, 27th to 06.00, 29th Sept – NI only, SAP upgrade – no outage to the Hub 


• 19th Oct, 08.00 to 12.00 – TIBCO alerts (Hub), SFA updates and new entrants, NI 


and RoI 


• 26th Oct – POC for NIE Disaster Recovery (times tbc) 


• 10th Nov – RoI site switch for DR (extranet impacted in RoI) – no outage to the 


Hub 


• 15&16th November – NI Disaster Recovery, impacts NI and RoI (times tbc) 


• Full details of the individual outages, indicative times and who they effect 


will be given in advance 


• For info:  


• RoI Non Schema Release 17th Sept will not require an outage 


• NI Non Schema Release 18/19th Oct will not require an outage 
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Future Plans 


TIBCO Application Monitoring Alerts 


• Is applied to the Hub and MP EMMAs 


• Will be applied to Hub on Oct 19th 


• Capita will be in contact with Suppliers for email addresses for alerts and for 


suitable dates to apply to EMMAs 


• Should only take about an hour to implement 


• Hope to complete roll out before Christmas 


• Additional and early TIBCO alerts will benefit the Market 


Hub SFA Patches 


• Should happen on Oct 19th  


• Application of patches and memory upgrade after the Hub outage 
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Future Plans 


Other items of note: 


• Webforms are at end of life from October – no more support (has 


been very stable so risk is minimal) 


• TIBCO Oracle Vulnerability 


• There since 2006 


• Does not impact the Hub 


• Unlikely to impact on Suppliers 


• EMMA is a supplier responsibility and if the Supplier wants to apply 


patch to the EMMA follow the guidelines in the Capita documentation 


i.e. apply in test first, invoke planned contingency, etc. 


• TIBCO Rendezvous Vulnerability 


• Very small risk given our usage, TIBCO upgrade to solve 
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TIBCO Upgrade - Progress to date 


IBM engaged to conduct a project scope and design  


● Includes TIBCO quality assurance 


 


Three Options explored: 


1. Baseline to address the: 


– TIBCO Audit Recommendations  


– Required product upgrades (BC, BW and GI components) 


2. Address baseline requirements and cater for expected RoI smart metering volumes  


3. Address baseline requirement, RoI smart metering volumes with alternative EMMA 


design  


 


8 week engagement completed 


Footer 
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SAP IS-U 


SAP IS-U 


Market Participant 


Billing System 


Market Participant 


Messaging Application 


EMMA  


Current Arrangements 


Message Validation 


Market  


Messaging  


Hub 


Message Validation 


Webforms 
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SAP IS-U 


SAP IS-U 


Market Participant 


Billing System 


Market Participant 


Messaging Application 


EMMA  


Proposal for Option 1 


Centralised 


Message Validation 


Market  


Messaging  


Hub 


Webforms 
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SAP IS-U 


SAP IS-U 


Market Participant 


Billing System 


Market Participant 


Messaging Application 


EMMA  


Proposal for Option 2 


Centralised 


Message Validation 


Market  


Messaging  


Hub 


Webforms 


Caters for Smart 


Metering Volumes 


Caters for Smart 


Metering Volumes 
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SAP IS-U 


SAP IS-U 


Market Participant 


Billing System 


Market Participant 


Messaging Application 


EMMA  


Proposal for Option 3 


Centralised 


Message Validation 


Market  


Messaging  


Hub 


Caters for Smart 


Metering Volumes 


Caters for Smart 


Metering Volumes 


Market Participant 


Billing System 


• Manually create, upload/download messages 


through centralised Webforms portal using 


secure internet connection 


• No EMMA required 


Centralised 


Webforms 


Webforms 
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Messages to Market Participant 


Footer 


Network Operator 


SAP IS-U 


Market  


Participant  


EMMA 


Network Operator 


SAP IS-U 


Market  


Messaging  


Hub 


Market  


Participant  


Thinner  


EMMA 


Market  


Participant  


Back End  


Systems 


Market  


Participant  


Back End  


Systems 


Market  


Participant  


Back End  


Systems 


Manually retrieve 


messages 


Option 1&2 


Option 3 


Market  


Messaging  


Hub 


Webforms 
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Messages from Market Participants 


Footer 


Network Operator 


SAP IS-U 


Market  


Participant  


EMMA 


Network Operator 


SAP IS-U 


Market  


Messaging  


Hub 


Market  


Participant  


Thinner  


EMMA 


Market  


Participant  


Back End  


Systems 


Market  


Participant  


Back End  


Systems 


Market  


Participant  


Back End  


Systems 


Manually create 


and/or upload 


messages 


Option 1&2 


Option 3 


Market  


Messaging  


Hub 


Webforms 
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Items of Note 


• All 3 options address the audit recommendations and required upgrades 


• Options 2 & 3 will support RoI Smart Metering volumes and scale to 


accommodate NI market volumes as required 


• Options 1 & 2 are the same for all suppliers 


• Option 3 differentiates between Suppliers i.e. Suppliers with larger message 


volumes will still require an EMMA whereas Suppliers with smaller numbers will 


not 


• Centralises Webform operations for all Suppliers 


• Any business processes or services dependant on Webforms would be unavailable by a 


loss of connectivity to the Hub for any reason 


• There will be a significant impact on all Suppliers during project delivery 


regardless of which option is chosen 
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Business Impact Overview 


 Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 


Requires an EMMA? All All Large* 


Change to existing Supplier processes? Minimised Minimised Yes 


Impact on Supplier processes/services if Hub is unavailable? Minimised Minimised Yes 


Can automate message creation and retrieval? All All Large 


Can create messages if Hub unavailable or connectivity lost? All All Large 


1. Centralised schema validation and centralised Webforms would mean Suppliers with small message volumes will 


not require an EMMA for market participation. 


2. Removing an EMMA and centralising Webforms will mean a change to existing business processes. 


3. Any business processes or services dependant on Webforms would be unavailable by a loss of connectivity to the 


Hub for any reason 


4. Without an EMMA, messages cannot be created or retrieved automatically i.e. through backend systems and 


processes. 


5. Not having an EMMA would mean messages cannot be created in the event of loss of connectivity to the Hub. For 


Suppliers with an EMMA, messages could still be created through backend systems and be processed once 


connectivity is re-established. 


*Refers to Suppliers with larger message volumes 
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Options Evaluation 
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Project Overview 


Option 2 is the ESBN/NIE preferred option 


● Less complexity 


● Lesser impact on supplier processes 


● Less cost than Option 3 


● Includes smart metering 


● Minimises impact on market operations in the event of an outage to the Hub 


 


Expected duration is 51 weeks from commencement: 


● Detailed Design - 8 weeks 


● Build - 14 weeks 


● Test - 27 weeks (UAT to Go live – 18 weeks) 


● Go-Live prep – 2 weeks 


● Includes delivery of 2 MCRs (essential plant, debt process) 
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Next Steps  


• Suppliers to review options 


• Suppliers to come back to ReMCoWG with any specific queries 


• Supplier feedback required ASAP in order to progress the Upgrade project and 


reduce the risk to the Retail Market 







Questions? 


Footer 
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Approach to delivery of SMART Retail Market 


Changes – ReMCoWG  


Smart Metering Programme 


Michael Moloney 
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To present the proposed approach to the delivery of Smart 


Retail Market Changes 


 


 


 


Objective Today 
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NSMP Status  


 High Level Policy & Design Phase completed 


 Detailed Design & Procurement Phase has commenced 


 A Key Deliverable of this phase is ‘ Retail Market approved Discussion 


Request(s)/Market Change Request(s) containing approved schema 


and retail market changes to the Co-ordinated Baseline supporting 


SMART Metering’ 


  


 


  


Footer 
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High Level Overview of Suggested Approach  


 Under Smart Metering Programme, CER has asked ESB Networks to 


lead industry workshops in 2014/15 to progress this deliverable 


 ‘Business as usual’ approach is not valid 


First Major project where changes are required to the Coordinated Baseline  


 Approach reviewed with RMDS 


 Industry workshops estimated to take 6 months, starting in October 


2014. 


 Discussion Request(s)/ Market Change Request(s) submitted to 


industry change control and governance mechanism in Q2 2015 


 Exceptional Working Group Meeting to approve Smart Discussion Request(s) 


 ‘Status Updates’ for Industry Change Control & Governance Groups 


 Updates at ReMCoWG Dublin Meetings 


 Output: Market Change Request(s) containing approved 


schema and retail market changes to the Co-ordinated Baseline 


supporting SMART Metering 


 


  


 


  


Footer 
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Smart Metering Programme Retail Market 


Changes Workshops  


 ESB Networks led 


 5 workshop cycles ( x 2 days) covering the main MPD process 


areas between October 14 & March 15 


 ESB Networks will prepare suitable material in advance of 


industry workshops  


 Attendance: Supplier reps from Industry Governance Group 


(IGG), CER 


 Output: Discussion Request(s)/Market Change Request(s) 


pending approval ready for submission to industry governance 


& control mechanism 


  


 


  


Footer 
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Questions ?  


 


  


 


  


Footer 
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Market Design Update 


ReMCoDs 


 
10 September 2014 


Jessica Gregory 
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Market Design Update – Workload Overview  


 


10th September 2014 


CR Number Version Origin Request Description Action Requested


DR 1151 v1.0 RoI


Add the Meter Multiplier and Meter Category 


code value for each relevant MPRN to the 


COM_REG and DOM_REG files available on 


the Secure File Transfer System (SFTS) Classification as RoI Specific


DR 1152 v1.0 NI


Change to MG NI 22 - Customer Data 


Requests- 1/2 Hourly Customer Data requests. Classification as NI Specific


Classification as Jurisdiction Specific


Recommend Approval


Non Co-Ordinated Schema/Non CoBL Impacting change 


Co-Ordinated Baseline Impacting (Non Schema Impacting) Change
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 DR 1151 V1.0 - Add Meter Multiplier & Meter Category code value for each 


relevant MPRN to COM_REG and DOM_REG files available on the Secure File 


10th September 2014 


 Currently the COM_REG and DOM_REG files made available on the SFTS do 


not contain the Meter Multiplier or the Meter Category consistently across both of 


these files. 


 


 The objective of this DR is that a supplier should be able to obtain the Meter 


Category and Meter Multiplier within both the COM_REG and DOM_REG files 


. 


 The Meter Multiplier and Meter Category is used by some Suppliers for validating 


data between ESBN and their own systems. It becomes particularly relevant 


when validating technical information at a premise. The driver behind the DR is to 


enable accurate Supplier data validation of the Meter Multiplier and Meter 


Category to all MPRNs held in the COM_REG and DOM_REG files. 


 


At Today’s Meeting: 


 Classification as ROI Specific Requested 
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 DR 1152 V1.0 -  Change to MG NI 22 - Customer Data Requests- 1/2 Hourly 


Customer Data requests.  


10th September 2014 


 Extract from MG NI 22 - Customer Data Requests, Page 4 Clause 2.1.2  


 


 "One non-chargeable request may be made for a Meter Point in a calendar year. 


This limit is independent whether the request is from a Customer or a Supplier. 


The customer will be notified in advance, by e-mail, if a charge is to be applied. If 


the request is not withdrawn the charge will be applied to the Registered 


Supplier."  


 


 Power NI have contacted customers where there was a charge levied against 


Power NI for the data. We were informed that NIE had told the customer of the 


charge via email however this confirmation could not be shared with Power NI. 


Power NI are therefore left with a charge relating to an activity (which could be up 


to 3 months ago) incurred following a conversation we are not aware of.   


 


At Today’s Meeting: 


 Classification as NI Specific Requested 
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 Updates & Outages  


 


 Outages – were discussed by ESBN 


 


 


 ReMCoWG dates for 2015 will be determined between now and the next 


ReMCoWG in November.  


 


 ReMCoWG / IGG / CDA forum timings – output from RMDS Customer 


Survey 
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Forum Timings - Current 


At the Forum Meetings in Belfast on 23rd July 2014 IGG Attendees were asked to be 


available for the IGG Meeting from 1315 to speed up the proceedings 


Dublin 


 


IGG (1030-1200) 


 


ReMCoWG (1230-1400) 


 


CDA (1400-1600) 


Belfast 


 


CDA (1030-1200) 


 


ReMCoWG (1230-1400) 


 


IGG (1400-1600) 


At the Forum Meetings in Belfast on 23rd July 2014 IGG Attendees were asked 


to be available for the IGG Meeting from 1315 to speed up the proceedings 
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Forum Timings – Alternative Straight Swap 


Dublin 


 


CDA (1030-1200) 


 


ReMCoWG (1230-1400) 


 


IGG (1400-1600) 


Belfast 


 


IGG (1030-1200) 


 


ReMCoWG (1230-1400) 


 


CDA(1400-1600) 
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Forum Timings – Alternative Times ?? 


Dublin 


 


CDA (????-????) 


 


ReMCoWG (1230-1400) 


 


IGG (????-????) 


Belfast 


 


IGG (????-????) 


 


ReMCoWG (1230-1400) 


 


CDA (????-????) 
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ReMCoWG Action Items  


10th September 2014 


AP No. Title Assigned to Date Due 


119 


Can a restart as a preventative measure be preformed to avoid 


disruption to the TIBCO Hub. ESBN 13/08/2014 


 C O’Connor, ESBN advised If the system was experiencing a memory 


leak issue, then a scheduled reboot of the Hub may help to prevent a 


critical failure occurring.  Based on the monitoring that Capita carry out 


on the Hub, they don’t believe we have this type of problem and 


therefore don’t feel a regular reboot will improve overall stability or 


performance.  There are also no obvious patterns to an event.  This 


issue occurred on 23rd / 24th June and on 2nd August 2013, almost 12 


months apart.  The position is that there are as yet no patterns and 


scheduled reboots of the system could do more harm than good. 


 


 At Today’s Meeting: 


 Close Action Item 119 based on response 
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ReMCoWG Meeting 


 AOB 


10th September 2014 
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Next Steps 


Diary dates for next ReMCoWG meeting: 
 


Wednesday 5th November 2014 - Belfast 
 


Dates included on Calendar of Events on 


RMDS website www.rmdservice.com 
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http://www.rmdservice.com/
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ReMCoWG Meeting 


 


 


                       


                       Thank You 


10th September 2014 





walshe_d
File Attachment
ReMCoWG Presentation 10092014 v1.0.pdf
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arose at the ReMCoSG in relation to the Tibco HUB upgrade. 
 
Action 127 – Supplier Reps. to forward Harmonised Hub Upgrade Slides to Suppliers. This had 
been completed and all were happy to close the action. This will be forwarded to the ReMCoSG for 
action update. 
Action deemed closed 
 
Action 128 – Assess the impact of Smart Metering volumes in NI as well on the 3 options  
Action to remain open. 
 
Action 129 – Harmonised Hub Upgrade 3 options ESBN/NIE to provide more detail on each 
option.  ReMCoDS to circulate to Suppliers  
Action deemed closed. 
 
 
J Gregory ran through the Remaining Review of pre-existing ReMCoSG Actions. – Action 105, Action 
124, Action 111 are to remain open. 
 
Action 123 – ReMCoDS to update the Co-ordinated Change Control Strategy document to 
include the CoBLCR and Co-MMR. – aim to be approved by the next ReMCoSG and  to remain 
open  
 
Action 122 – ESBN/NIE to formally outline to CER details of why they are unable to facilitate a 
Schema Release in 2014 – this action was closed at the ReMCoSG. 
 
S mac an Bhaird clarified that the delay in the Schema was recognised rather than approved by both 
Regulators and any delay should be minimal.   
 

3. TIBCO / EMMA Update 

C O’Connor and R Aherne presented the Tibco/EMMA update. 
 
Recent Events – Refer to slides.  
C O’Connor outlined that one Supplier installed an application on their EMMA which in this case did not 
cause a major issue for the market. It must be noted however, that it can slow down the Change of 
Supplier processes across the market if one Supplier’s EMMA is offline, in contingency or processing is 
impacted.  C O’Connor stressed to Suppliers that the EMMA should NOT be used for any other Non-
Market applications. C O’Connor reminded Suppliers that just because the Hub has the contingency 
option doesn’t mean that issues can’t slow down the process.  
 
Future Plans – Refer to slides.   
C O’Connor outlined the Outage Dates for the coming weeks.  G Hunter queried the second outage 
date of 27

th
 to 29

th
 Sept. He asked if this was a Friday to Sunday outage as the 27

th
 of September is 

not a Friday.  C O’Connor replied that was a typo and the outage should have read 26th to 29
th
 

September. It may extend to 8am on Monday 29
th
 due to being a major outage. Regarding the outage 

of 19
th
 October, C O’Connor advised that more TIBCO alerts will be added to the hub. She further 

advised that following the outage on 24
th
 June, Windows updates will be applied to rule these out as 

the cause of the recent Hub failure/outage. 
 
A query was raised as to why the disaster recovery outages for ROI and NI were on different 
weekends.  C O’Connor stated that it is not possible to have these outages on the same weekend for 
technical reasons including the ability to do connectivity checks with the Hub.  J Gregory stated that 
RMDS will put up the outage notifications on the RMDS Calendar. 
  
TIBCO Upgrade – Progress to Date - Refer to slides.   
 
C O’Connor outlined the Progress to Date of the TIBCO Upgrade. C O’Connor advised this was 
undertaken by IBM who explored three options over an eight week period.   
 
For Option 1 G Hunter asked whether 600 & 601 Market Messages would continue to issue. R Aherne 
confirmed that that was the case.  For Option 2 S Melvin enquired if it was the half-hourly data that was 
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referred to in Smart Metering volumes. R Aherne responded that it was.  S Melvin further queried how 
the increase in Market Messages had been quantified. R Aherne replied that an analysis had been 
conducted within the Smart Metering team of the likely volumes and associated implications. R Aherne 
added that Smart Metering will lead to larger message sizes and larger volumes of messages.  S 
Melvin asked if Option 2 was chosen would it definitely be able to cater for Smart metering. In other 
words, once Smart Metering was implemented could they guarantee that there will be no need to make 
further changes to Tibco for ROI Smart Metering & future NI Smart metering? R Aherne advised that 
this was correct. S Melvin queried whether a phased approach of starting with Option 1 and then 
leading to Option 2 had been considered.  R Aherne replied that the difference between  Option 1 and 
Option 2 was processing power. He indicated that if they went for Option 1 first, the Hub would have to 
be scaled up at some point to go to Option 2 and cater for Smart Metering. R Aherne indicated that the 
timeframe for all three Options would be broadly the same. 
 
T Heasley enquired as to what size the server should be. R Aherne indicated that guidelines would be 
offered and circulated to the market.  S Melvin remarked that more information would be needed in 
relation to the hardware and software requirements under the three options because the information in 
the slides is too high level. R Aherne replied that ESBN have recommendations from IBM which they 
will circulate. 
 
Mark Ennis stated that they would need to know the comms and storage requirements to assess the 
knock-on impact on Supplier back end systems. R Aherne replied that ESBN have worked with IBM on 
this and they will send on the information to Suppliers.  G Hunter enquired if there would be any 
hardware upgrade to the Hub before 2018.  R Aherne replied that outside of this upgrade project none 
was envisaged. 
 
S Doolin asked whether there was a built-in contingency regarding any further design work that might 
need to be done to include the As-Is.  R Aherne said that a fairly accurate picture had been obtained as 
to the volume of data with Smart and types of messages, but that further work was needed to 
determine the optimal size for the back-end system and connectivity. S Doolin stated that he was 
surprised that Smart Metering volumetrics had been used in the Tibco estimates as there are 
fundamental design decisions which have not been made within the Smart arena -  for instance, opt-in, 
opt-out or supplier acceptance of data. He stated that there is a risk to proceed in terms of the 
architecture before these issues had been finalised.  R Aherne indicated that it was a mid-level design 
and that the content of the messages was not the key decision point in terms of sizing the hub. What it 
means for the Hub is more messages and greater size of messages.  A detailed design would be 
undertaken. S Melvin expressed agreement with S Doolin, stating that no work had been done on 
Supplier requirements.   
 
M Ennis estimated that there would be 30 times the current information coming through the Hub from 
Smart and that scaling up data volumes involved huge investments on behalf of Suppliers.  S Doolin 
stated that his concerns were not solely confined to volumes and further expressed interest in what 
assumptions had been made in terms of the Smart Metering design outcomes, stating that more detail 
around the nature of the assumptions on this matter would be required.  P Dave Stack stated that CER 
had already requested more details, impact assessments as well as assumptions from ESBN for the 
three options. 
 
S Doolin enquired if the baseline case incorporated the Tibco Audit findings. R Aherne replied that the 
upgrade is to replace, redesign and rebuild the Hub to cater for current market volumes, TIBCO audit 
findings and the required upgrades.  There would be no reuse of any elements of the current system. 
 
S Melvin enquired whether market volumes had changed since the TIBCO implementation and R 
Aherne replied that they had not. However, the solution was flawed and issues remained that would 
have to be addressed in the rebuild and redesign.  S Melvin asked whether the detail of the TIBCO 
report could be issued to Suppliers. C O’Connor replied that it could not be given out however the high 
level Audit Recommendations have been given.  ESBN/NIE are still in discussion with the original 
System Implementer and would not be comfortable with the report being circulated outside the 
regulatory authorities.   
 
S Melvin queried whether a lessons learned document had been undertaken and could these be 
shared with Suppliers. C O’Connor confirmed that the outcome of the audit had highlighted areas 
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where lessons could be learned and these had been shared.  C O’Connor stated that these can be 
recirculated.  
 
S Doolin suggested that the Options slides should be changed to clarify that the project involved a 
redesign.  P Dave Stack requested feedback from Suppliers from their in-house technical people.  S 
mac an Bhaird advised that this was raised with the supplier representative at the ReMCoSG as well. 
 
C O’Connor stated that the main point of today’s presentation was to initiate discussion and obtain 
extra details so that more meetings could be arranged to address Supplier questions if required. She 
suggested individual Conference Calls with Suppliers may be beneficial. S Melvin requested the 
technical information first before they can provide any feedback. S Doolin stated a Conference Call was 
not enough and that a Workshop might be more appropriate.  P Dave Stack added that feedback would 
need to be collated to determine what topics will need to be discussed at these workshops. 
 
S Doolin said that a recommendation had been reached, including commentary on Supplier impacts, 
without Supplier input.  In response S mac an Bhaird commented that the ReMCoSG had presented 
these 3 Options and looked for Supplier feedback. He suggested that details about the assumptions 
would be useful to the Group.  C O’Connor said that assumptions were made based on ESBN/NIE’s 
knowledge of Supplier systems, the EMMAs and the hub. She stated that one reason IBM were asked 
to look at Option 3 was as a result of the problems that arose after Harmonisation with smaller 
suppliers having problems with their own server set ups. It appears however, that due to licensing 
issues option 3 is significantly more expensive to the Market as a whole. R Aherne stated that the new 
EMMA will have a similar look to what the Suppliers currently experience. 
 
M Ennis enquired whether Oracle was still part of the solution. R Aherne confirmed that it was, but that 
some Suppliers were using Oracle XE which is not supported by Tibco so this had to be addressed in a 
cost-effective manner.  G Hunter enquired as to when the costs would be available.  R Aherne replied 
that costs would involve new hardware, third-party software, and market testing time. 
 
Items of Note – Refer to slides. 
 
G Hunter enquired whether a Market Message embargo would be required immediately before 
upgrade. C O’Connor indicated that this would be a cutover issue and details would be provided closer 
to the cutover.  S Melvin queried whether it would be the same cutover for all three Options and R 
Aherne confirmed that this was the case. G Hunter asked whether workflows that were open at the time 
of cutover complete when cutover is finished or would they have to be closed out before cutover. R 
Aherne replied that he will investigate this but detailed Cutover Plans would be provided to Suppliers.   
 
 
Business Impact Overview – Refer to slides 
 
Options Evaluation – Refer to slides 
 
Project Overview – Refer to slides.   
C O’Connor stated that the ESBN/NIE preferred Option is Option 2. It is expected to take 51 weeks and 
includes the Essential Plant and Debt Process MCRs. 
 
S Melvin asked when the Vulnerable Customer status on Mental Health would become part of the 
Schema. C O’Connor replied that it was Schema impacting, so the current project would need to 
proceed first. No Schema Release is possible with the current Tibco set up because of risks and costs.  
 
Next Steps – Refer to slides.  
Suppliers to review Options and provide feedback to ReMCoDS mailbox. 
 
J Gregory stated that as there are several actions opened during the meeting she would run through 
them again. She requested if there were any further questions they were to be sent to the ReMCoDS 
mailbox. 
 
S Doolin suggested that a prospective start date for the 51 weeks would be useful so that Suppliers 
can understand the timelines involved. He stressed the need for appropriate time to consider and 
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evaluate options and proposals for input into the final Option chosen.  All of this needs to be completed 
in advance of a final call to proceed with the chosen Option. S mac an Bhaird stated that the 
ReMCoSG is also involved in this matter and he will raise it at the next ReMCoSG.  C O’Connor stated 
that ESBN/NIE also had issues that had to be resolved but that the sooner a decision could be made 
the better. 
 
T Heasley enquired whether the TIBCO upgrade and Schema change would go live at the same time 
and C O’Connor confirmed that this was correct. 
 
J Gregory enquired when the additional documentation/information will be provided by ESBN/NIE.  R 
Aherne advised this will take place over the next few days. 
 
S Doolin stressed that there is a vital need for a Consultation programme up to the 51 week start date. 
He suggested that 2 to 3 months would be an appropriate time for this consultation period. 
 
New Action: 120 – Tibco Upgrade Options - ESBN/NIE to circulate via ReMCoDS, more specific 
Technical Solution details, guidelines & recommendations to Suppliers (hardware, storage, 
comms, oracle version etc).   
 
 
New Action: 121 – Tibco Upgrade Options - ESBN/NIE to provide details around Smart Metering 
Assumptions (especially message volumetrics) that were made for the TIBCO upgrade options.  
 
 
New Action: 122 - Tibco Upgrade Options - ESBN/NIE to rewrite WG slides to show baseline 
detail and that options involve a full rewrite of TIBCO and not just an amendment 
 
 
New Action: 123 – Tibco Upgrade Options - ESBN/NIE to provide detail on Cutover policy & 
impacts in terms of all three Options. 
 
 
New Action: 124 - Tibco Upgrade Options - ESBN/NIE, via ReMCoDS to reissue TIBCO Audit 
findings to Suppliers 
 
 
New Action 125 – Tibco Upgrade Options - ESBN/NIE, via ReMCoDS to reissue Project Lessons 
Learned information to Suppliers  
 
 
New Action 126 – Tibco Upgrade Options - ESBN/NIE to develop Project Plan for Consultation 
period prior to TIBCO rewrite project.  
 
 
New Action 127 – Tibco Upgrade Options - ESBN/NIE to provide specifications per option to 
Suppliers to allow Suppliers to assess prospective costs of each option  
 
None of the above actions are interdependent. All can be actioned in parallel if possible.  
 

4. SMART Metering Update 

Michael Moloney presented the Approach to Delivery of Smart Retail Market Changes.   
 
Refer to slides. 
 
J Gregory advised that engagement with NIE has been undertaken in relation to the NI Processes. S 
Melvin enquired if the Smart Team will be providing an update into the Gas Market at the GMART, M 
Moloney replied that BGN will be undertaking this in the Gas Market.  S Melvin further suggested that it 
might be of benefit to have the Change of Supplier workshops before this meeting. S mac an Bhaird 
stated that P David Stack and W Deacon were working on this. 
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5. Market Design Update 

J Gregory presented the Market Design Update. 
 
DR 1151 v1.0 
 
This adds the Meter Multiplier and Meter Category code values for MP files, and was approved at the 
IGG pending additional information. J Gregory requested classification as ROI specific.  
 
Approved as RoI specific. 
 
DR 1152 v1.0 
 
This involves a change to MG NI 22 – Customer data requests – half-hourly data requests. J Gregory 
requested classification as NI specific.  
 
Approved as NI specific. 
 
Updates & Outages – Refer to slides. 
 
Forum Timings - J Gregory stated that feedback has been received during the recent RMDS 
Customer Survey regarding the Forum Timings.  Some Suppliers have suggested that the order of the 
IGG/CDA meetings are swapped to allow for the travelling attendees to have their meetings first to 
allow them to leave earlier in the day to travel back.  J Gregory requested that Suppliers review this 
and provide feedback. J-E Smith reported that the CDA will also raise this with the CDA Board and the 
UR. The next Forum Meetings timings are to remain unchanged with a view to implementing any new 
agreed timings in 2015. 
 
New Action 128 : NI and ROI suppliers to provide feedback into ReMCoDS by next meeting 
around forum timing options discussed at WG.  
 
ReMCoWG Action Items: 
 
Action Item 119 - Can a restart as a preventative measure be preformed to avoid disruption to 
the TIBCO Hub.  This action is closed. 
 
 
 

6. ReMCoWG Action List Review 

 
Action Items Open at End of Meeting 
 

AP 
No. Title Assigned to Date Due 

120 

Tibco Upgrade Options - ESBN/NIE to circulate via ReMCoDS, 
more specific Technical Solution details, guidelines & 
recommendations to Suppliers (hardware, storage, comms, 
oracle version etc).  
 ESB/NIE 08/10/2014 

121 

 Tibco Upgrade Options - ESBN/NIE to provide details around 
Smart Metering Assumptions (especially message volumetrics) 
that were made for the TIBCO upgrade options. 
 ESB/NIE 08/10/2014 

122 

 Tibco Upgrade Options - ESBN/NIE to rewrite WG slides to 
show baseline detail and that options involve a full rewrite of 
TIBCO and not just an amendment 
 ESB/NIE 08/10/2014 

123 

 Tibco Upgrade Options - ESBN/NIE to provide detail on Cutover 
policy & impacts in terms of all three Options. 
 ESB/NIE 08/10/2014 
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124 

 Tibco Upgrade Options - ESBN/NIE, via ReMCoDS to reissue 
TIBCO Audit findings to Suppliers 
 ESB/NIE 08/10/2014 

125 

Tibco Upgrade Options - ESBN/NIE, via ReMCoDS to 
reissue Project Lessons Learned information to Suppliers  ESB/NIE 08/10/2014 

126 

Tibco Upgrade Options - ESBN/NIE to develop Project Plan for 
Consultation period prior to TIBCO rewrite project. 
 ESB/NIE 08/10/2014 

127 

Tibco Upgrade Options - ESBN/NIE to provide specifications per 
option to Suppliers to allow Suppliers to assess prospective 
costs of each option  ESB/NIE 08/10/2014 

128 

NI and ROI suppliers to provide feedback into ReMCoDS by 
next meeting around forum timing options discussed at WG.  
   

 

7. AOB & Closing 

No AOB raised. 

 

Next ReMCoWG Meeting 

 

Wednesday 5 November 2014 – Belfast 

 

 




